
Fraction Plan – Results from Pupil Survey 
 

 
 

 



 
 



 

 

 
Good 
They make it fun 
Playing games 
The humour  
He’s fun 
I understand a lot  
That he tries to make us understand the best we can in a fun way 
good 
Mr Webb always helps us! 
He makes sure that we understand. 
She makes us understand  
He makes it fun 
She makes maths more fun and enjoyable  
Mr. Webb makes it fun. 
She helps with things that I find hard  
He, makes it more interesting and he explains it in more detail if I don’t understand. 



He explains it more to us and puts fun into the lessons 
We get help when we need it 
They help you 
She helps you when your stuck 
He makes it fun and he helps us. 
.....? 
She explains it very well and I understand it 
It’s not in a text book and we sometimes do Mathletics.  
We do quizzes and games and sometimes Mathletics 
She explains it to us and comes and helps us  
It’s fun 
She makes it fun & exiting 
She makes it fun and exciting 
Games 
I like the songs 
Mathletics 
Playing times tables games 
Times tables games 
I like it when Mrs Jones plays times tables songs. 
songs games 
Playing games  
Timetables games 
Times table Games on the iPad  
We do active maths outside  
Active maths and time table songs . 
They make it fun  
They make it really fun with active maths and colouring  
They play games and they make sure you understand before they move on and we get to do active 
maths. 
Try make it funny 
Active maths  
Helping Active math 
They play games like active maths. 
Songs Active maths 
 

 
Nothing  
If I am stuck I asked him for help  
More games  
He can’t do better 
Help us a bit more. 
Help us a bit more  
Idk 
Use the iPads more 
Go to everyone more often  
Nothing. 
Nothing really she helps me a lot  
Don’t know 
Maybe speak a bit clearer  
More maths games 
.....? 
Maybe say it a bit more clear 
Let us choose our difficulty our questions  
Let us choose our own difficulty  



She could try look around more when people need help 
Number blocks 
Number blocks  
Not sure 
Really big times tables games 
Get us to do more things with times tables so we are better at maths.  
More games 
More times table games. 
Staying on the carpet longer . 
More games to help us  
Explain better. 
Help us out a little bit  
When we don’t understand they repeat it exactly the same way and it is a bit hard to get it 
I think they could set old homework that we’ve been set before to help us get better at them 
Nothing at all . 
Help us a little bit 
 
 
 

 

 
I don’t know 
How to make a improper fraction  
Alot 
That you can add them 
Good  
That if there’s a fraction like 6/10 your decimal will be 0.6  
You add them 
Add, subtraction, times, divide, everything we need to learn 
That 0.5 and 50% and 5 are the same. 
That 0.5 and and 50% and 5 are the same 
c 
I’ve learnt a lot  
How to add , subtract and find decimals and find a mixed number. 
I’ve learned how to find a percentage of a number. 
That they’re different types of fractions  



That you can make fractions a decimal or a percentage. 
Converting ,calculating ,adding ,subtracting, multiplication and division  
How to add fractions and add decimals 
How to do them 
You can convert fractions into decamals 
How to convert fractions into decimals 
.? 
I’ve learnt to convert them really quickly  
How to convey a fraction into a decimal, percentage . 
Converting  
Fraction, decimals and percentages 
That you can convert them into each other 
That you can convert fractions 
equivalent fractions add decimals and fractions 
Adding fractions and equivalent fractions 
Adding fractions and equivalent fractions  
Mans uni makes fractions 
Equivalent fractions 
Three quarters equals 0.75 and adding decimals  
We have added and subtracted fractions , we found equivalent fractions . 
Equivalent 
Equivalent ,takeaway ,add ,word problems and decimals. 
Equivalent fractions . 
Add and takeaway fractions 
fraction 1 is 0.50 - 2  
Some of the year 4rs were in a fraction group with Mrs Byrne 
Counted in tethers , made a fraction wall , rounding in decimals . 
Fraction walls, 10ths , rounding, adding fractions, denominator and numerator  
We have learnt decimals 10ths 100 ths and 1000ths, rounding, adding fractions, and equivalent fractions 
and numerator and denominator 
counted up in tenths, equivalent fractions, rounding decimals to the nearest 10/100/1000adding and 
subtracting fractions, counting up in hundredths. 
Made fraction walls ,kid group with Mrs. Byrne , rounding,add and take away ,bus stop method, counting in 
tenths. 
Counted in tenths , made fraction walls ,subtracted and addition and rounding 
We made ware on fraction walls  
Made our own fraction walls, fraction groups, adding and subtracting fractions and rounding decimals to 
the nearest whole number. 
Fraction wall, adding Fraction’s and bus stop methods  
Counted up in tenths , adding fractions, rounding decimals , we had a group with Mrs Byrne 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Pupil Survey Questions 

 



 

 


